AUROVILLE PEER EDUCATION NETWORK
For the youth...
...by the youth
• International Peer Education Network
• Under the umbrella of UNFPA
• Source of methodology
• Open source materials for trained people
• Adaptation to Auroville context
In our first training we had

- 20 participants from 16 to 35 years old
- 10 girls and 10 boys

16 Aurovillians
2 Newcomers
1 volunteer
1 from the bioregion

9 Indians
3 French
1 Italian
1 Dutch
1 Indonesian
1 Slovenian
1 French/Italian
1 Dutch/Indian
1 Israeli/British
1 Tibetan/French
Becoming Peer Educators

1. Completing an APET

2. Three levels of development
   • Individual
   • Social
   • Structural

Experienced Peer Educators can be trained as Trainer of Peer Educators
AUROVILLE PEER EDUCATION NETWORK
Next Steps

- Keep having progress meetings with APET 1 group
- APET 2 in March
- First APEN Training of Trainers (TOT) during 2019
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